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MYRES SMITH McDOUGAL

The Journal feels it appropriate to initiate its existence by honoring one of international law's most distinguished authorities, Professor Myres S. McDougal. As students we have been greatly influenced by him and his policy-oriented approach. This is reflected by our title, The Denver Journal of International Law and Policy.

We can add little to what is said hereinafter; his colleagues amply expound the reasons for our decision to dedicate this issue to Professor McDougal. He exemplifies the innovation and creativity which is part of international legal studies.

This issue is a tribute to Professor McDougal, containing both comments on, and exhibits of, his influence on the work of his students and colleagues. A formal acknowledgement of his academic career follows as an introduction, illustrating well the expanse of his personality and work.

A.B., A.M., LL.B., University of Mississippi, 1927; B.A., B.C.L., Oxford University, England, 1930; J.S.D., Yale University, 1931; Doctor of Humane Letters, Columbia University, 1954. Assistant Professor of Law, University of Illinois, 1931-1934; Associate Professor of Law, Yale University, 1934-1939; Professor of Law, Yale University 1939........; William K. Townsend, Professor of Law, Yale University, 1944-1958; Sterling Professor of Law, Yale University, 1958........; Visiting Professor of Law, Cairo University, Egypt, 1959-1960. Lecturer, Fulbright Conference on American Studies, Cambridge University, 1952; First John A. Sibley Lecturer, University of Georgia, 1964; occasional lectures: The Hague Academy of International Law, The U.S. Naval War College, The National War College, The Army War College, The Air University. Assistant General Counsel, Lend-Lease Administration, 1942; General Counsel, Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations, Department of State, 1943; of counsel to the Government of Saudi Arabia in the Aramco Arbitration, 1955-1956; Member, U.S. Panel, The Permanent Court of Arbitration, 1963........; President, American Society of International Law, 1958; President, Association of American
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